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Abstract
Object parsing and segmentation from point clouds are
challenging tasks because the relevant data is available
only as thin structures along object boundaries or other
features, and is corrupted by large amounts of noise. To
handle this kind of data, flexible shape models are desired
that can accurately follow the object boundaries. Popular
models such as Active Shape and Active Appearance mod-
els lack the necessary flexibility for this task, while recent
approaches such as the Recursive Compositional Models
make model simplifications in order to obtain computa-
tional guarantees. This paper investigates a hierarchical
Bayesian model of shape and appearance in a generative
setting. The input data is explained by an object parsing
layer, which is a deformation of a hidden PCA shape
model with Gaussian prior. The paper also introduces a
novel efficient inference algorithm that uses informed data-
driven proposals to initialize local searches for the hidden
variables. Applied to the problem of object parsing from
structured point clouds such as edge detection images, the
proposed approach obtains state of the art parsing errors
on two standard datasets without using any intensity
information.
1. Introduction
Object parsing and segmentation are important
problems with many applications in computer vision
and medical imaging. While object segmentation is
only directed towards labeling the object pixels, ob-
ject parsing is aimed at identifying the object parts
such as head, body, legs, etc.
The object parsing problem presents challenges in
both modeling and computing. It is difficult to find
accurate probability or energy models that have high
probability on correct object parsings of the input im-
age and low probability everywhere else. Moreover, it
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is difficult to design inference algorithms that find the
correct object parsing from the image in a reasonable
amount of time. Most inference problems for non-tree
Markov Random Field (MRF) based models are NP-
hard (proved in [8] for the Potts model) so an exact
solution cannot be expected in polynomial time.
Because of the computational challenges, different
trade-offs between model accuracy and computa-
tional feasibility have been made in previous works.
The Active Shape [11] and Active Appearance
Models [10] use a simplified object representation
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and use
local information to search for a solution. The Active
Shape Models (ASM) contain only a PCA shape
model and alternate one step that searches for local
boundary evidence on the shape normals with an-
other step that reprojects the evidence onto the PCA
hyperplane, until convergence. The trade-off made by
the ASM is the local search for the solution, based
on partial image information existent on the shape
normals. Because of this trade-off, the result depends
on initialization.
Fig. 1. Motivation for the hierarchical model. A shape
described by PCA (shown with green dots) is not flexible
enough to accurately follow the object boundary, but can
serve as a backbone to limit the variability of the model.
The Active Appearance Models (AAM) also model
the object appearance by PCA and employ a trained
iterative algorithm that deforms an initial shape until
convergence, guided by the image. The AAM uses
more image information than the ASM, but the algo-
rithm is still greedy, obtaining a local optimum that
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Fig. 2. Our approach starts by tracing the points into chains (left), finds data-driven PCA candidates (middle) that are used
to initialize local optimizations of the model parameters. The parameters of lowest energy give the parsing result (right,
black with colored dots) and associated PCA shape (right, green).
is dependent on initialization. In [38], [40] the radius
of attraction of the AAM modes was used together
with a measure of error based on sum of squares to
obtain a globally optimal solution of the AAM.
Another limitation of the ASM/AAM models is
the rigidity, as a low dimensional PCA shape cannot
accurately describe the shape variability existent in
real images, and is limited only to the main de-
formations. This is illustrated in Figure 1, where a
10-dimensional PCA shape shown in green cannot
accurately follow the horse boundary and is off by a
few pixels around the ears, back, legs, etc.
Many other previous works [27], [46] make trade-
offs in the model in order to be able to cast it into a
class for which efficient inference algorithms exist,
and will be discussed in more detail in the next
section.
The approach introduced in this paper tries to
avoid making any modeling compromises, at the
expense of having no off-the-shelf algorithm for in-
ference. Instead, we introduce a novel inference algo-
rithm that searches for many local optima using data-
driven techniques and is more likely to find a solution
close to the global optimum than a local optimization
algorithm. The quantitative experiments will tell us
how successful this strategy was in obtaining good
parsing results. We observe that the proposed model
together with the suboptimal algorithm can obtain
state of the art object parsing results without using
any intensity information. This finding is in line
with our previous work [3] where a properly trained
model compensated for a fast suboptimal algorithm
for image denoising.
The contributions of the paper are the following:
First, it presents a hierarchical generative model
that represents the object shape as a MRF-based
deformation from a PCA backbone, obtaining a more
accurate boundary delineation than with the PCA
model alone. The shape model can be sampled if
desired and used for numerical integration or to
compute marginal statistics. The generative model
also contains a data term that connects the image
information with the shape model. Due to the high
accuracy of the shape description, this model can be
used for object parsing from point clouds (such as
those obtained from edge detection), where the data
information is one pixel wide.
Second, it presents an optimization algorithm for
finding a strong optimum for the hierarchical model.
The algorithm, illustrated in Figure 2, uses a data-
driven set of PCA candidates to initialize local
searches for optimizing a unique energy based on the
MRF deformation and PCA parameters.
Third, it presents an evaluation of the proposed
approach to parsing horses [6], cows [24] and faces
[39] from point clouds obtained from edge detection.
The evaluation revealed that the proposed algorithm
obtains state of the art results on two of the datasets
without using any intensity information.
The proposed shape model and inference algo-
rithm could in principle be adapted for other ob-
ject parsing and segmentation applications by using
appropriate data terms, or even by employing more
accurate backbone shape models than the PCA.
2. Related Work
Matching point clouds dates back to the Softassign
[31] and the Robust Point Matching Algorithm [9].
These methods are capable of finding correspon-
dences and transformations between unordered point
clouds. However, for the problem of object parsing,
their shape model can be considered a template
plus deformation, which might not be an accurate
enough model for real objects. It would be interesting
to see how these methods perform in finding real
objects from real edge detection images such as those
presented in this paper.
An ASM based approach containing a dynamic
programming step similar to the one in this paper
was proposed in [4]. However, the appearance model
from [4] is based on learned intensity profiles, thus it
relies heavily on the intensity information. Moreover,
the approach depends on an initialization step and
does not have a hierarchical energy formulation as
the one proposed in this paper.
The Oriented ASM [29] also uses dynamic pro-
gramming to find the minimum cost boundary. The
cost is based on intensity profiles perpendicular to the
boundary at the landmark points and a cost along
a contour obtained by the live wire method [14]
between consecutive landmark points. The regular-
ized PCA shape is used to constrain the obtained
boundary, while in our approach it is part of the
energy formulation, allowing deformations from the
PCA shape.
A probabilistic model of shape and appearance
was used in the Constrained Local Models (CLM)
[13]. The appearance was modeled using local AAM
templates at a number of keypoints on the object to
be parsed. A Bayesian model combined a measure
of appearance similarity of the local image templates
with a global PCA shape prior similar to the one used
in this paper. A local optimum of the joint model was
obtained using the simplex method.
A refinement of the CLM is the cascade of Com-
bined Shape Models (c-CSM) [42]. This approach
alternates two steps, one maximizing a posterior
probability p(Y |I) of an approximate solution Y and
one of obtaining a regularized solution X from Y ,
which maximizes p(X|Y ). Using this terminology,
our approach optimizes a single energy function
E(X,Y ) that has a likelihood term p(I|Y ) and a prior
p(Y |X) based on the regularized shape X , and a
prior p(X). In c-CSM the final result is the regularized
shape X while in our approach the final result is Y .
Our inference algorithm is also different from the c-
CSM in that we use data-driven candidates.
A robust hierarchical shape model was constructed
for multi-view car alignment [27]. The model is a
probabilistic PCA, which is a PCA model plus i.i.d
Gaussian deformation of each vertex. It allows large
deformations of the observed shape points and can
also handle missing points due to occlusion or fail-
ures of the part detectors. Similar to our work, shape
candidates are constructed from partial information
obtained from part detectors to initialize a local
search. However, these candidates have been directly
generated using RANSAC, as the correspondence
between the part detections and the model points was
known. In the object parsing from point clouds, the
correspondence between input points and the object
points is not known and the fraction of outliers is
usually higher than 90%, making RANSAC compu-
tationally prohibitive (a computation using eq. (13)
from [27] gives about 4 · 105 candidates required for
99% certainty).
The Recursive Compositional Models (RCM) [46]
represents the object shape in a hierarchical fashion
using multiple levels of rotation-invariant models
based on triplets of elements. The first level elements
are the detected image edges, while the elements for
each subsequent level are summaries of the triplets
from the previous level. This hierarchical model al-
lows inference by a version of dynamic program-
ming with pruning. Through the hierarchy, the model
enforces long range interactions between the shape
elements, but at the same time some desired short-
range interactions are missing. In contrast, our hierar-
chical model represents the shape using a PCA model
plus MRF deformations along the normals, with the
PCA model providing the long range interactions
while the MRF allowing for smooth deformations.
Because of the high connectivity of our proposed
model, exact inference algorithms based on dynamic
programming are not applicable. Instead, we propose
a smart search algorithm that makes local searches at
a number of locations dictated by a bottom-up data-
driven process. The advantage of our approach is the
simplicity of the model, that can be easily learned
from training examples. Our evaluation shows that
the errors obtained by our approach are similar to
the RCM on two of the three datasets, without using
any image intensity information.
The knowledge based segmentation [5] uses a
shape prior based on pairwise cliques between the
shape points and a primal-dual algorithm for infer-
ence. In contrast, our framework uses a PCA-based
model that cannot be decomposed in pairwise cliques
and could in principle be extended to work with non-
linear shape models.
Torresani et al, [41] model the shape as a rigid
transformation plus PCA, without the MRF deforma-
tion from our formulation.
Interactive Object Segmentation with Graph Cuts
[19] imposes a shape prior on a Graph Cut energy.
However, the shape prior is based on a template with
similarity transformation without any deformation
and the Graph Cut energy is on pixels, so no object
parsing or aligned boundary is obtained. This work
has been extended with a Kernel PCA shape prior
[30], but still depends on manual initialization and
obtains just a segmentation without boundary align-
ment. In contrast, our method obtains object parsing
and boundary alignment, hence not only the object
boundary but also the object parts are obtained.
The work of Ren et al, [32] is targeted to object
boundary detection. If does not obtain a clear object
segmentation or a parsing into object parts. Further-
more, it uses both edge and gradient information as
input data.
Felzenszwalb and Schwartz, [15] use a shape tree
as a model and focus on shape matching and re-
trieval, without evaluating the parsing error.
Zhu et al, [47] use a circularity measure to find cy-
cles with good continuation in edge detection images.
However, it does not have any global shape model
so it addresses a different problem than ours.
The Active Skeleton [2] uses a skeleton-based
shape model to detect objects from edge detection
images. Even though in principle the method could
be used for object parsing, it has not been evaluated
for this purpose.
Groups of nearby contour segments are used in
[17], [35] to construct features for object detection.
Our paper uses similar contour fragments to con-
struct bottom-up data driven candidates for search-
ing the shape space. The features from [17], [35] could
be further used to obtain better discriminative object
models. Currently we use a generative model, with
some parameters trained in a discriminative manner.
The part-based constellation model from [37] uses
an extension of the contour segment network from
[17] to construct object parts and a Metropolis-
Hastings stochastic algorithm for inference. However,
the method is used for object detection, where the
precise location of the boundary is not as important
as in segmentation or parsing.
Another closely related work is the unsupervised
learning of shape models [18], which uses pairs
of adjacent contours [17] as features and a voting
scheme to find the object parameters. A separate
deformation step is then performed using Thin Plate
Splines. In contrast, the inference algorithm from
our work optimizes a single criterion that combines
the shape and deformation into a single hierarchical
model. Moreover, our work is aimed towards object
parsing, whereas [18] is used for object and boundary
detection.
The Active Basis Model [44] can obtain a sketch of
an object using Gabor filters and has been success-
fully used for object detection. However, it has not
been evaluated for object parsing or segmentation,
and the sketch elements are not subject to a smooth-
ness prior.
Our approach is inspired by [16], where an effi-
cient version of the Hough transform for line de-
tection is obtained by voting at locations given by
least squares line fitting of clusters of approximately
collinear pixels.
Generating candidates based on partial informa-
tion is similar to the beta channel from [45], where
partially occluded faces are detected by combining
eye, nose and mouth detections.
3. A Hierarchical Approach to Object Pars-
ing
We propose a hierarchical generative model with
two levels of hidden variables that need to be inferred
from the input data. The first level C is the actual
object parsing while the second level is a PCA shape
model that limits the degree of variability of the first
level.
The PCA shape is controlled by variables (A, β)
consisting of a similarity transformation A and the
PCA coefficients β ∈ Rp. We abuse the notation by
denoting A as both the transformation parameters
A = (u, v, s, θ), with rotation θ, translation (dx, dy)
and scale s, and the actual transformation
A(x, y) = (sx cos θ+sy sin θ+u,−sx sin θ+sy cos θ+v)
The PCA shape is
S(A, β) = A(µx + Pxβ, µy + Pyβ) = (S1, ..., SN )
′ (1)
where µ = (µx, µy) ∈ RN × RN is the mean shape
and P = (Px, Py), Px, Py ∈ MN,p are the PCA
eigenvectors (MN,p being the space of N × p real
matrices).
Fig. 3. The shape C is obtained as a deformation d =
(d1, ..., dN ) of a PCA shape (A, β) along the normals.
The representation is illustrated in Figure 3.
The shape C (black) is obtained from the PCA
shape (green) using a vector of displacements d =
(d1, ..., dN ) ∈ [−dmax, dmax]N along the normals to
shape. More exactly, the shape C = C(d) consists
of a number of line segments Ci, Ci+1 where Ci =
Si+nidi, i = 1, ..., N and ni is the normal to the PCA
shape at Si.
3.1. The Hierarchical Generative Model
The model can be represented either as a proba-
bility or an energy. For simplicity, we use an energy
formulation of the model, illustrated in Figure 4,
E(C,A, β)=Edata(C)+ Eshape(C, β|A) +Ep(A), (2)
containing a data term Edata(C) that relates the input
data with the parsing result C, a shape deformation
term Eshape(C, β|A) and a prior Ep(A) on the possible
Fig. 4. Diagram of the proposed hierarchical model.
transformations A. The data term Edata(C) is applica-
tion specific and is based on the exact location of the
shape C = (C1, ..., CN ). When the input data consists
of noisy point clouds such as edge detection, the
input points are traced into point chains based on the
8-neighborhood. The data term Edata(C) encourages
consecutive points Ci, Ci+1 to be on the same point
chain:
Edata(C) =
N−1∑
i=1
ϕ(Ci, Ci+1) (3)
where ϕ(Ci, Ci+1) = −δ if and only if Ci, Ci+1 are on
the same point chain and ϕ(Ci, Ci+1) = 0 otherwise.
The shape term
Eshape(C, β|A) = E(C|A, β) + Ep(β) (4)
consists of a deformation term E(C|A, β) that con-
nects the parsed shape C with the underlying PCA
model with parameters (A, β), and a prior Ep(β) on
the PCA coefficients β (which are assumed to be
independent of the transformation A).
The deformation term E(C|A, β) is a Gaussian
MRF [1] that encourages the curve (or curves) to be
parallel and close to the PCA shape
E(C|A, β) =
∑
i
αid
2
i +
∑
i
γi(di − di−1)2 (5)
and is defined in terms of the displacements di of the
curve points Ci from the corresponding PCA shape
points Si. The coefficients αi, γi represent the amount
of penalty for the deformation at different points
along the shape.
If the object contains multiple contour segments,
they are concatenated into a single contour C and the
coefficients γi connecting points on different contour
segments will be zero. Similarly, there will be no data
term φ(Ci, Ci+1) between the contour segments.
In our applications all αi have the same value
αi = α and similarly γi = γ (except those connecting
different contour segments which are 0). This simpli-
fication could result in a decreased performance. For
example the αi for points on the horse head could
have smaller values because there is more variability
for those points.
The prior Ep(β) on the PCA parameters is a Gaus-
sian prior based on the PCA eigenvalues λi
Ep(β) = ρ
N∑
i=1
β2i
λi
(6)
The prior Ep(A) for A = (u, v, s, θ) forces the
scale and rotation within a range and discourages
translations away from the image center (xc, yc):
Ep(A) =
{
∞ if s 6∈ [smin, smax] or |θ|>θmax
r|u− xc|+ r|v − yc| else
(7)
The model parameters Θ = (α, γ, δ, ρ, r) are
learned in a supervised manner on the training set
through a procedure described in Section 3.5.
One advantage of the generative model described
in eq. (4) is that one could easily obtain samples
from the shape model E(C|A, β), by sampling the
PCA coefficients β from the Gaussian prior β ∼
1
Z1
exp(−Ep(β)) and the deformation field d from the
Gaussian MRF d ∼ 1Z2 exp(−
∑
i αid
2
i +
∑
i γi(di −
di−1)2).
Fig. 5. Sample shapes from the shape model (4) with the
parameters of the learned horse model. PCA shape (green)
and sampled shape (black).
In Figure 5 are shown a few samples from the
learned horse model E(C|A, β) with the PCA shape
S shown in green and the sampled shape C in black.
3.2. Inference Algorithm
Finding the object parsing C and the PCA param-
eters (A, β) is a nontrivial optimization problem.
Fig. 6. The MRF interaction between the hidden variables
has a large clique (between the PCA points S showed in
green) and a number of binary cliques.
The hidden variables are connected through a
MRF, as illustrated in Figure 6. The PCA points
(green) form a large fully connected clique in the
MRF energy, and each contour point is connected to
a PCA point and with its neighbors through pairwise
cliques. The node labels represent the positions of the
corresponding points in the image.
There exist recent advances in optimization for
MRF energies with higher order cliques, such as
[21] extending Graph Cuts [8] or [22], [20] based on
Dual Decomposition. However, one could not even
exhaust all possible combinations of labels on the
nodes of the large clique, because it is computation-
ally unfeasible even when the nodes have binary
labels. For example, the large clique has 96 nodes for
the horse parsing task.
We adopt a different strategy instead. If the
PCA parameters (A, β) are known, the parsing C
is uniquely determined by the displacement vector
d = (d1, ..., dN ), hence C = C(d). In this case
finding the optimal C(d) is equivalent to finding d
that minimizes E(C(d), A, β) = E(d). This can be
done efficiently by dynamic programming, due to the
additive nature of the model when the PCA shape
(A, β) is fixed.
E(d) =
N−1∑
i=1
ϕ(Ci, Ci+1)+
∑
i
αid
2
i +
∑
i
γi(di−di−1)2+ct.
If the parsing C is fixed, an approximate minimum
of E(C,A, β) can be obtained by least square fitting
of the PCA shape parameters (A, β).
Therefore, if the PCA shape parameters (A, β) are
initialized close to their optimal values, an approach
that alternates the above two steps, namely the com-
putation of the parsing C by dynamic programming
and the estimation of the PCA parameters (A, β)
by least squares, will converge to an approximate
local optimum of E(C,A, β) in a few iterations. This
approach is similar in spirit to the Active Shape
Model, with the difference that a smooth contour C
is found by optimization in our method instead of
finding data evidence on each normal independently
as the ASM does.
We will use a data-driven approach described in
Section 3.3 to obtain a number of PCA candidate
shapes (Ai, βi), i = 1, ..., N cand for initialization of
the local search described above. The final solution is
obtained as the lowest energy configuration (C,A, β)
among the N cand local optima obtained. The whole
optimization algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
As the model energy (2) is just an approximation
of the true object shape model, it is possible that other
ways to combine the candidates such as weighted av-
eraging [36] might be better than choosing the lowest
energy one. This is subject to further investigation.
Algorithm 1 Optimization Algorithm
Input: Noisy point cloud e.g. edge detection image,
PCA candidates (Ai, βi), i = 1, ..., N cand.
Output: Near-optimal hidden variables (Cˆ, Aˆ, βˆ).
for i = 1 to N cand do
for j = 1 to Niter do
Find displacement vector d using dynamic
programming
d = argmin
d
Edata(C(d)) + E(d|Ai, βi). (8)
Refit (Ai, βi) by least squares on C(d)
end for
Obtain Ci = C(d).
end for
Find j = argminiE(Ci, Ai, βi)
Obtain (Cˆ, Aˆ, βˆ) = (Cj , Aj , βj)
3.3. PCA Candidate Generation
The PCA shape candidates (Ai, βi), i = 1, ..., N cand
are obtained by matching one or more contour frag-
ments to parts of the PCA model. The contour frag-
ments are similar to [17], [35] and are obtained in a
preprocessing step described in Section 3.4 below.
An initial set of PCA candidates can obtained from
one contour fragment, as described in Section 3.3.1.
If more accuracy is desired, these initial candidates
can be refined by matching other contour fragments
near the candidates to other parts of the PCA model,
as described in Section 3.3.2.
Fig. 7. The best candidate obtained from one (left) and two
(right) contour fragments. The fragments that generated
each candidate are shown in black.
3.3.1 Candidate Generation from One Contour Frag-
ment
These PCA candidates are obtained by matching a
contour fragment to different parts of the PCA model.
A non-maximal suppression step is performed to
obtain candidates that are different from each other,
since too similar candidates are likely to end up in
the same local energy optimum.
To speed-up computation, an interval [L(l), U(l)],
representing the number of PCA points that match
contour fragments of length l (rounded to the nearest
integer), is obtained from the training set and the
ground truth annotations.
The whole procedure is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 CG1(N cand)
Input: Contour fragments c of length len(c) ∈
[lmin, lmax]
Output: At most N cand1 different PCA shape can-
didates (Ai, βi) with matches (ci, bi, ki).
for any contour fragment c do
for any k with L(l) ≤ k ≤ U(l) where l = [len(c)]
do
Subsample c evenly to have k points p1, ..., pk.
for 1 ≤ b ≤ N do
Fit points b, ..., b+k−1 of PCA shape (A, β)
to p1, ..., pk in a least square sense.
Discard (A, β) if the matching error is above
a threshold.
end for
end for
end for
Perform Non-Max Suppression to keep at most
N cand1 candidates.
The Weighted PCA [33], described in the Ap-
pendix, is used to fit in a least square sense a given
subset of a PCA shape to a number of points p1, ..., pk.
The non-maximal suppression step finds the can-
didate of smallest fitting error and removes all can-
didates at average point-to-point distance at most
Dnms1 from it, then adds the remaining candidate of
smallest error, and so on.
For each obtained PCA shape candidate
(Ai, βi), i = 1, ..., N
cand
1 we also remember the
contour fragment ci and match location (bi, ki) that
were used to generate it.
In Figure 7, left is shown the closest candidate
to the ground truth among N cand1 = 200 candidates
obtained by Algorithm 2.
3.3.2 Candidate Generation from Two Contour Frag-
ments
Usually images contain more than one contour frag-
ment of the object to be segmented. We can refine
a candidate obtained by CG1 by fitting it simul-
taneously to the contour fragment it was obtained
from and to another fragment close to the shape.
The details of this strategy are given in Algorithm
3. In Figure 7, right is shown the closest candidate
to the ground truth among N cand2 = 400 candidates
obtained by Algorithm 3. Experiments in Section
4 show that CG2 can improve the quality of the
candidates and of the final result.
3.4. Preprocessing
Preprocessing begins with tracing the input points
into point chains based on the 8-neighborhood. The
Algorithm 3 CG2(N cand)
Input: PCA shape candidates (Ai, βi) with matches
(ci, bi, ki) from CG1 and contour fragments c.
Output: At most N cand different PCA shape can-
didates (Ai, βi).
for i = 1 to N cand1 do
Set (P1, ..., PN )′ = S(Ai, βi) from Eq. (1).
for any contour fragment c do
Find Pj , Pk, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N closest to the begin-
ning and end of c
if d(c, Pj) + d(c, Pk) < 2dmax and [j, k] does
not overlap with [bi, bi + ki − 1] then
Subsample c to have m = k − j + 1 points
p1, ..., pm.
Find PCA shape (A, β) that fits points
bi, ..., bi+ki−1 through ci and j, ..., k through
p1, ..., pm in a least square sense.
Discard (A, β) if the matching error is above
a threshold.
end if
end for
end for
Perform Non-Max Suppression to keep at most
N cand candidates.
point chains are then subsampled every 5-6 pixels to
reduce the number of contour fragments obtained, as
illustrated in Figure 8, left.
Fig. 8. Left: the input points are traced into point chains and
subsampled every 5-6 pixels. Right: smooth contour frag-
ments (black) are fitted through the point chains starting
and ending in the subsampled pixels.
The contour fragments used by the candidate gen-
erators are represented as a polynomials of degree
three relative to a system of coordinates aligned with
the contour’s endpoints, as illustrated in Figure 9.
Fig. 9. A contour fragment (red dashed) is a polynomial fit
of a subset of a chain of points (shown in gray).
The contour fragment endpoints are two of the
subsampled points of the same traced point chain
and the polynomial is fitted in a least square sense
through all the chain points in between. The frag-
ments are restricted in length to a range [lmin, lmax].
Only the fragments with a maximum error at most
emax = 1.5 pixels are kept.
The contour fragments obtained this way have a
partial order inherited from the partial order between
the sets of chain points they were constructed from.
Fig. 10. The contour fragment between p3 and p4 is a subset
of the contour fragment between p1 and p2, i.e. p3p4 ⊂ p1p2.
For example p3p4 ⊂ p1p2 in Figure 10. Based on
this partial order, non-maximal contour fragments
(e.g. p3p4 from Figure 10) are removed.
An example of obtained contour fragments is
shown in Figure 8, right.
3.5. Learning theModel andAlgorithmParameters
The proposed model is very simple. It consists of
a PCA model that in practice has at most 10 principal
directions plus a small number (<20) of parameters.
Because the model is small, it should be expected that
it generalize well to unseen data if the training data
is representative.
The PCA model is learned in the standard way
using Procrustes analysis to align the training shapes.
To learn the rest of the parameters, we adopt
a supervised approach previously used successfully
in other MRF-based methods [3], [28], [34], namely
learning the parameters by optimizing a loss function
on the training set. To speed-up the parameter learn-
ing, for candidate generators we employ loss func-
tions that directly evaluate the generated candidates
instead of the final result.
The parameters of the candidate generators are
learned first, in the order CG1 and CG2, using
the minimum of the average point-to-point distances
from the candidates to the ground truth annotation
(described in Section 4) as loss function. This speeds-
up the learning process since the CG parameters are
this way decoupled from the later modules. Other
measures, such as detection rate/false positive rate
for the contour fragments, could be used instead and
are subject to further investigation. The number of
PCA components was fixed to p = 4, 8 for CG1
respectively CG2 except for the faces where we used
p = 2, 4 for CG1 respectively CG2.
Similar to [3], we adopted a coordinate descent
optimization of the loss function, where at each step
one parameter is perturbed by an increment and the
change is kept if the loss function decreases. For CG1
and CG2 we restricted the number of candidates to
balance speed and accuracy. The obtained param-
eters for CG1 are lmin = 20, lmax = 60, N cand1 =
200, Dnms1 = 5, and N cand2 = 400, Dnms2 = 8, dmax =
20 for CG2.
In Figure 11 are shown the average errors of the
closest candidate obtained by CG1-2 on the training
and test sets vs the number of candidates N cand.
Fig. 11. Candidate generator error vs. number of candidates
for the horse (left) and cow (right) datasets.
Figure 11 shows that the test error decreases as the
the training error decreases, which means that there
is minimal overfitting for the candidate generators.
Similar behaviors were observed for the Dnms1 , Dnms2
parameters and for the dmax parameter of CG2. It
is worth noting that the candidates from CG2 are
usually better than those of CG1 (closer to the ground
truth), and the difference is larger for the cow images.
The model parameters Θ = (α, γ, δ, ρ, r) are
learned based on the average point-to-point distance
between the obtained parsing results and the ground
truth annotation.
Err(Θ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
erri(Θ) (9)
where erri(Θ) is the average point-to-point error of
the parsing result obtained with parameters Θ on
example i using CG1.
TABLE 1. Learned parameters for Algorithm 1.
Dataset αi δ ρ r p
Weizmann horses [6] 0.04 2 2 1 10
Cows [24] 0.04 2 2 0.5 10
IMM Faces [39], [40] 0.04 6 2 0.5 5
Fig. 12. The parsing error measure (9) vs δ for the horses
(left) and cows (right).
The model parameters δ, ρ, αi = α, r, p were ob-
tained by optimizing the error measure (9) on the
training set by coordinate descent, with fixed param-
eters γi = 0.1 (to fix the scale of the energy function
TABLE 2. Performance of different methods on the Weizmann Horse dataset.
Method Train Test Contour Train Test Time/img
images images points error error (sec)
Active Shape Model [11] 50 227 96 25.35 29.05 <1
Recursive Compositional Models [46] 1 227 27 - 18.7 3
Recursive Compositional Models [46] 50 227 27 - 16.04 23
Ours, with CG1 50 227 96 12.79 15.58 44
Ours, with CG2 50 227 96 12.74 15.36 69
Ours, with CG2, no head or legs 50 227 60 8.21 11.42 20
TABLE 3. Performance of different methods on the Cows dataset.
Method Train Test Contour Train Test Time/img
images images points error error (sec)
Active Shape Model [11] 25 111 87 48.81 49.23 <1
Recursive Compositional Models [46] 1 111 27 - 15.8 3.5
Ours, with CG1 25 111 87 13.78 14.98 14
Ours, with CG2 25 111 87 11.73 10.81 28
TABLE 4. Performance of different methods on the IMM Face dataset at 320× 240 resolution.
Method Number of Uses Automatic Crossval. Contour Train Test Time/img
images intensity initialization folds points error error (sec)
Active Shape Model [11] 40 No Yes 4 58 21.47 21.56 0.08
Stegman [40] 37 B/W No 37 58 - 3.14 0.13
Stegman [40] 37 Color No 37 58 - 3.08 0.28
Ours, with CG1 40 No Yes 4 58 6.54 6.64 0.33
Ours, with CG2 40 No Yes 4 58 5.30 5.57 0.43
(2)) and Niter = 10. The obtained values are given in
Table 1.
The dependence of the error on the values of δ is
shown in Figure 12 for the horses and cows. Again,
the test errors follow the training error.
4. Experimental Results
We evaluated this model and algorithm combina-
tion on three datasets: the Weizmann dataset [6] con-
taining 328 horse images with object segmentations
as binary masks, the Cows dataset [24] with 111 cow
images and the IMM face dataset [39], [40]. We used
the same subsets of images as [46] for training and
testing the Weizmann dataset and the first 25 images
for training the Cows dataset and tested on all 111
images.
Many works [7], [12], [23], [25], [32], [43], [46]
report segmentation results on the Weizmann horses
in terms of percentage of correctly classified pixels.
However, object segmentation is a different problem
than object parsing since a pixel segmentation has
no information on the position of the object parts.
Moreover, these works make use of the intensity
information in different ways in obtaining the seg-
mentation. We cannot do the same in our problem as
we have no intensity information available from the
edge detection images..
Each horse and cow were manually annotated
with 14 control points on the boundary, as illustrated
in Figure 13, left. For fairness of comparison, the
same horse and cow legs (usually the outer legs) were
annotated as in [46]. This is not an extreme case. If
Fig. 13. Left: The horses and cows are annotated with
14 control points on the contour and the two outer legs.
Smooth curves (yellow) are obtained between the control
points using the ground truth segmentation. Right: The
obtained boundary annotation with 96 points (horses) and
87 points (cows).
the legs for annotation were chosen at random, there
would be larger shape variability and a decreased
performance. If the legs were chosen to minimize
the shape variability, a better performance could be
obtained.
Smooth curves were obtained between the control
points by dynamic programming to minimize the
average distance to the object boundary from the
binary mask. Intermediate points were obtained by
dividing the smooth curves into equal parts. Exam-
ples of obtained annotations are shown in Figure 13,
right, with 96-points for the horses and 87 points for
the cows.
We also evaluated a standard Active Shape Model
Fig. 14. The sorted errors (9) of our algorithm on the 227 test images from the Weizmann dataset (top left), on the 111
images of the cow dataset (top right) and on the 40 frontal images of the IMM face dataset (bottom).
[11] initialized in the center of the image with average
scale, no rotation θ = 0 and 20 update iterations.
The results are summarized in Tables 2, 3 and
4. In Fig. 14 are plotted the sorted errors on the
datasets, from which different error percentiles can
be obtained. The Recursive Compositional Model
[46] also reports average point-to-point errors on the
Weizmann and cow datasets but uses both edge and
intensity information, unlike our approach, which
only uses edge information.
The second horse result from [46] uses a model
trained on 50 images manually annotated with 27-
point contours similar to ours. The first horse result
from [46] and the cow result are based on models
trained on a single image without annotation, which
are not as good as models trained with manual
annotation.
The face model is evaluated on the IMM face
dataset [39], [40] containing 240 face images of 40
people, each with six different poses, varying illumi-
nation and expressions. The AAM model from [40] is
evaluated on 37 out of the 40 frontal faces (probably
excluding the three grayscale images). We evaluate
our model on all 40 frontal faces of the dataset with
four fold cross-validation. The results are summa-
rized in 4. The best AAM errors from [40] are 3.08
using color information while our algorithm with
CG2 obtains 5.57. However, our algorithm does not
use any intensity information and is fully automatic,
whereas [40] initializes their algorithms at locations
close to the true location and report the error after
convergence. The argument is that a face detector can
be used to initialize the AAM. However, both the face
detector and the AAM use intensity information, so
they cannot work on the edge detection images. We
are not aware on any fully automatic face alignment
results on this dataset.
The Recursive Compositional Model [46] reports 6
pixel average point-to-point errors on the face dataset
[26], so comparable results should be expected for the
IMM face dataset.
One factor that greatly influences performance is
our data term that works best when the contour
points are close to each other (about 5 pixels or so),
because the further the contour points are from each
other, the more likely it is that the edge chain is bro-
ken between consecutive points. This disadvantage
could be alleviated by increasing the density of the
contour points, as we did for the horses and cows,
or by using a more elaborate data term that also
considers the gaps between contours.
The PCA model has difficulties modeling the
shape variability of the horse head and legs. If the
head and leg points are removed both from the model
and from the evaluation, the training and test errors
decrease substantially, as it can be seen in the last
row of Table 2. This experiment suggests that using
part-based shape models with free parameters for the
head and leg positions might be more appropriate
than the PCA for the higher level model. Such models
are subject to further investigation.
Parsing examples using CG2, are shown in Figures
15 and 16.
Fig. 15. Results on the horse and cow datasets.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a novel approach to object
parsing and applies it to data coming from noisy
point clouds such as edge detection images. The
object shape is modeled as a MRF deformation of
a hidden PCA model. The model energy is min-
imized through many local searches starting from
a number of data-driven initializations. Based on
the experimental evaluation we conclude that the
proposed model is quite accurate, and even though
the inference algorithm is suboptimal, our method
is competitive with modern approaches for object
parsing from point clouds such as the Recursive
Compositional Models [46] and Active Shape Models
[11].
The candidate generators and the object parsing
algorithm can be easily parallelized, expecting a 10-
100 times speedup from a GPU implementation.
In the future, we plan to investigate more ac-
curate three-level part-based models, with separate
parameters for the head and leg shapes and positions.
We also plan to extend the method to 3D object
parsing using approximate inference methods such as
Graph Cuts or Belief Propagation for the deformation
inference.
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Appendix: Weighted PCA
A partial PCA model can be fit to a number of
points using the weighted least squares method [33],
summarized in Algorithm 4. The weights of missing
PCA points are set to zero. The weighted alignment
between the shapes S1, S2 has been described in
Appendix A from [11].
Algorithm 4 FitWeightedPCA
Input: Shape S1 = (x1,y1), weight vector w =
(w1, ..., wN )
′, ‖w‖1 =
∑N
i=1 wi = 1.
Output: Weighted least-square fit parameters (A, β)
Set W = diag(w1, ..., wN )
Set Kx = (P ′xW 2Px)−1P ′xW 2,Ky = (P ′yW 2Py)−1P ′yW 2
Set β = 0
for i = 1 to Nit do
Set S2 = (x2,y2), x2 = µx + Pxβ, y2 = µy + Pyβ
SolveSxx + Syy 0 Sx Sy0 Sxx + Syy −Sy SxSx −Sy Sw 0
Sy Sx 0 Sw

 abdx
dy
=
 S1S2x′2w
y′2w

with Sx = x′1w, Sy = y
′
1w, Sw = ‖w‖1 = 1
Sxx = x
′
1Wx1, Syy = y
′
1Wy1
S1 = x
′
1Wx2 + y
′
1Wy2
S2 = y
′
1Wx2 − x′1Wy2
Obtain A(x,y) = (ax+ by + dx,−bx+ ay + dy)
Find (xo,yo) = A−1(S1)
Set β = Kx(xo − µx) +Ky(yo − µy)
end for
Set s =
√
a2 + b2, θ = arctan(b/a).
Obtain A = (dx, dy, s, θ)
